1. Is this influence modulated by the structural position of the morphophonological marker in the subject noun phrase? And is it finely modulated by the statistical distribution of the morphophonological marker in the language? 2. What is the functional locus of the morphophonological influence on agreement, and does it invalidate the hypothesis of syntactic modularity?
We addressed these questions in four crosslinguistic experiments (in Spanish, Italian, and French) by manipulating different morphophonological gender markers, and examined their influence on predicative adjective agreement. Across languages, we considered markers whose distribution shows different degrees of consistency in expressing gender; within a language, we considered gender markers occupying different structural positions in the subject noun phrase (the article and the noun). A new theoretical model of agreement with a precise hypothesis as to the functional locus of morphophonological influences is proposed in the General Discussion, based on the data presented and the existing literature.
AGREEMENT IN LANGUAGE PRODUCTION
Models of language production typically involve three functionally distinct levels of representation and processing: a level at which a conceptual message is prepared for linguistic expression; a level of grammatical encoding at which lexical units (lemmas) corresponding to the concepts are selected with their bundles of grammatical features and structured hierarchically to express syntactic dependencies; and a level of phonological encoding at which the form of the words (lexemes) is retrieved together with the prosody and other surface characteristics of the sentence (e.g., Bock, 1982; Garrett, 1982; Levelt, 1989; Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999) . Although this decomposition in broad levels of integration is widely shared, models differ as to the assumptions about the influences that levels exert on one another. The traditional view in language production adopts a strong premise of modularity in the system (e.g., Bock & Levelt, 1994; Garrett, 1980 Garrett, , 1982 Garrett, , 2000 Levelt, 1989; Levelt et al., 1999) . Modularity is characterised by informational encapsulation and is implemented in the model in terms of limitations on information flow between levels. Each level operates on the basis of the output provided by the immediately preceding level. The relative processing autonomy of levels resulting from informational encapsulation is in fact tightly linked to the concept of timing: information flows in a sequential, feedforward manner, from conceptual elaboration to grammatical encoding to phonological encoding. That is, grammatical encoding provides the input to phonological encoding, but phonological encoding does not affect processes involved in grammatical encoding.
Models assuming interactivity between production levels have also been proposed from early on (e.g., Dell, 1986; Dell & Reich, 1981; Stemberger, 1985) , and gained acceptance as the results from a variety of empirical traditions accumulated in studies of single word production. The best fit to the data on lexical selection appears to be provided by models that assume cascading activation between levels (e.g., Dell, 1986; Goldrick, 2006; Rapp & Goldrick, 2000; Vigliocco & Hartsuiker, 2002) . That is, level n'1 starts as level n is still operating, allowing for feedback to occur locally, that is, for local interaction between levels n and n'1. Cascading activation is a minimal condition for phonological level representations to feed back to the process of lexical selection. However, with few exceptions (e.g., Vigliocco & Hartsuiker, 2002) , the discussion of interactivity in production has been limited to single word production. In contrast to single word production, producing sentences involves the computation of syntactic dependencies like agreement. Agreement provides an ideal test case to examine modularity in sentence production (e.g., Bock & Miller, 1991) . Agreement is a typical syntactic phenomenon by which two (or more) words in a sentence share the same feature in virtue of the syntactic relation that links them. For example, in English, the verb must have the same number feature as the subject. In French, the adjective must have the same number and gender as the noun it qualifies. Being a syntactic operation, agreement is typically assumed to take place at the level of grammatical encoding (e.g., Bock & Miller, 1991) .
Is agreement influenced by the conceptual and/or phonological representation of the agreement feature, or is it only guided by its lexico-syntactic THE INTERPLAY OF SYNTAX AND FORM 331 representation, at the level of grammatical encoding? This question yielded an important amount of experimental research after the seminal work by Bock and Miller (1991) showing that agreement errors can easily be elicited experimentally. In these experiments, participants are presented with sentence preambles and their task is to repeat and complete the preamble in order to produce a full sentence involving agreement. The experimental preambles for these studies have subjects that consist of complex noun phrases made of a subject head noun and an 'intervener' or 'local noun' (e.g.,
The key to the cabinets). The presence of an intervener mismatching in number and/or gender with the head noun generates interference in agreement, similarly to 'attraction' errors commonly observed in spontaneous speech (e.g., *The key to the cabinets ARE lost).
Most of the experimental work on agreement has been concerned with the claim that agreement is affected by the conceptual representation of agreement features. Although initial studies failed to show any effect of the semantics of the subject number (e.g., Bock & Eberhard, 1993; Bock & Miller, 1991) , these effects have now been widely acknowledged in a variety of test cases and languages (e.g., Bock, Eberhard, & Cutting, 2004; Bock, Eberhard, Cutting, Meyer, & Schriefers, 2001; Bock, Nicol, & Cutting, 1999; Eberhard, 1999; Haskell & MacDonald, 2003; Solomon & Pearlmutter, 2004; Vigliocco & Franck, 1999 Vigliocco, Hartsuiker, Jarema, & Kolk, 1996) . Crucially, whereas conceptual properties of the head noun influence agreement, those of the intervener fail to affect agreement via attraction. The agreement model developed by Eberhard, Cutting, and Bock (2005) elaborates on this asymmetry, a point we will come back to in the General Discussion.
Whether agreement is affected by morphophonological factors, the topic of the present paper, is addressed in the next section.
MORPHOPHONOLOGICAL EFFECTS ON AGREEMENT
Agreement features are expressed in the noun's morphology by way of morphophonological markers. For example, the final -s marks the plural on the noun in English; the final -o marks masculine gender while the final -a marks feminine gender in Italian. However, these markers can be absent (e.g., irregular plurals like mice do not have the plural -s; the final -e in Italian can be carried by both feminine and masculine nouns), or even inconsistent (e.g., the final -a which usually marks feminine in Spanish can occasionally be carried by a masculine noun). A few experiments have investigated whether regularity in morphophonological marking affects agreement. Vigliocco, Butterworth, and Semenza (1995) manipulated number marking of the subject head noun in Italian. In Italian, nouns ending in -o are 332 FRANCK ET AL.
singular (e.g., il-S chiodo-S) 1 and usually take -i as plurals (I-P chiodi-P). However, there is a class of nouns for which the same word form is used for the singular and the plural (e.g., il-S bar-0, I-P bar-0). The authors found that subject-verb agreement errors in number were more common with such head nouns that do not mark number than with nouns that mark it. Gender markers were also found to play a role in agreement in Italian. Vigliocco and Zilli (1999) investigated predicative adjective agreement with subject head nouns whose gender was either marked in the word form (-o/-a endings marking masculine and feminine respectively) or unmarked (-e). Again, the authors found that language impaired and unimpaired speakers produced more agreement errors with subject nouns ending with unmarked than with marked endings.
In a study conducted in Dutch, Meyer and Bock (1999) found more errors in antecedent-pronoun gender agreement when the antecedent was preceded by the morphophonologically unmarked indefinite determiner (een), than when it was preceded by the marked definite determiner (de/het). Agreement in number between the subject and the verb was also found to be sensitive to the morphophonological marking of the subject head noun's determiner in Dutch. Significantly more agreement errors were reported when the determiner was unmarked for number (de which is used for both the singular and the plural) than when it was marked (het) (Hartsuiker, Schriefers, Bock, & Kikstra, 2003) .
In contrast to the clear effects of morphophonology reported when manipulated on the head noun, the picture appears quite different when the morphophonology of the intervening noun is manipulated. Bock and Eberhard (1993) were first to report that the regularity of number marking on the intervener (e.g., cats vs. mice) does not modulate interference in subject-verb agreement in English. Even more compelling evidence comes from the study in Italian by Vigliocco and colleagues (1995) described above in which the authors not only manipulated morphophonological number marking on the subject head noun but also on the intervener. In contrast to the significant effect found for the head noun, no difference was found between interveners marked for number (e.g., Il ristorante delle borgate, the-S restaurant-S of-the-P suburb-P) and interveners unmarked for number (e.g., Il ristorante delle citta', the-S restaurant-S of-the-P town-0). That is, the very same variable that plays a role on agreement when manipulated on the head noun does not influence it when manipulated on the intervening noun.
Aside these null effects, two studies have reported a significant role of the intervener's morphophonology on agreement. However, closer examination raises doubts about the interpretation of the effects reported. In the study on Dutch by Hartsuiker et al. (2003) mentioned earlier, effects of the morphophonological transparency of number and gender on the intervener were reported. However, these effects were only found when the intervening word was ambiguously marked for case. Nicol & Antón-Méndez (2006) reported a significant effect of the case marking of the intervening pronoun in English. Hence, the morphophonological effect reported in Hartsuiker et al. (2003) could actually be due to the ambiguous case marking of the intervener. Case ambiguity could influence functional assignment during the comprehension phase of the experiment, i.e., when the preamble is presented, and therefore indirectly influence agreement production.
Finally, in a study by Haskell and MacDonald (2003) , the first experiment replicated the absence of an effect of the intervener's morphophonological regularity in subject verb agreement in English (Bock & Eberhard, 1993) . However, another experiment showed that in the presence of conflicting conceptual and grammatical number representation on the head noun (collective nouns that are grammatically singular but conceptually plural), the morphological regularity of number on the intervener had a small but detectable influence on agreement. But phrases with regular interveners had significantly higher mean plurality ratings than phrases with irregular interveners, which made the authors suggest that the effect may not be directly attributable to the morphophonology of the intervener but to the conceptual number of the subject phrase.
Thus, previous research suggests that the morphophonological marking of the subject head noun phrase does influence predicative adjective agreement, even though the marking of the intervener does not. However, the heterogeneity of these studies makes it hard to generalise across them; indeed, the experiments involved different morphophonological markers (on the determiner, the noun and the pronoun), different agreement relations (in gender and number) and different languages (in Italian, Dutch, and English). The present studies provide a systematic investigation of morphophonological influences on gender agreement. Gender markers on the article and on the noun were manipulated in four experiments with the same experimental setup. Three Romance languages were tested: Italian, Spanish, and French. This cross-linguistic approach will allow us to examine whether the respective influence of those markers varies within the language, and across languages.
The theoretical interpretation of morphophonological influences on agreement, and the question of whether they invalidate the hypothesis of modularity of syntax, are discussed in the framework of a model of agreement production proposed in the General Discussion.
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GENDER MARKING IN THE TEST LANGUAGES
The three Romance languages examined (Italian, Spanish, and French) have a dual gender system with masculine and feminine nouns. Gender is associated with morphophonological markers on the noun and on the article that precedes it. However, the languages differ as to the regularity of these markers and their distribution in the language. 2 Italian is the most regular system with respect to the relation between morphophonological marking and gender. In that language, all nouns ending in -o are masculine while all nouns ending in -a are feminine. These nouns constitute about 80% of the Italian lexicon for nouns. Apart from these nouns, a small number of masculine nouns (17%) and feminine nouns (19%) end in -e (e.g., ponte, bridge-M; febbre, fever-F). That is, -e can mark both masculine and feminine gender. Gender is also expressed on the singular definite article: il precedes masculine nouns while la precedes feminine nouns. Nevertheless, when the noun starts with a vowel, the article is elided, that is, contracted to the single consonant l' independently of the noun's gender (e.g., l'armadio, the wardrobe-M; l'aria, the air-F). In such cases, which represent about 25% of the nominal lexicon, the article is ambiguous with respect to gender in its morphophonology. Hence, when the noun ends in -e and starts with a vowel (e.g., l'allarme, the alarm-F), the noun phrase provides no gender markers. The Spanish gender system is similar to Italian, but slightly less regular. Nouns ending in -o are usually masculine while nouns ending in -a are usually feminine. Together, this group of regular nouns constitutes 68% of all nouns in the language (Teschner, 1987) . Moreover, a small group of nouns show the reversed association: 0.1% of the feminine nouns end in -o (e.g., mano, hand-F) while 2.7% of the masculine nouns end in -a (e.g., problema, problem-M) (Teschner & Russell, 1984) . The gender of the remaining nouns is not so clearly marked in the word form: nouns ending in -e can be masculine or feminine (although there is a prevalence of masculine nouns), nouns ending in -r or -l are more likely to be masculine, while nouns ending in other consonants (s, z, n) are more or less equally associated with one or the other gender. The definite article marks gender rather consistently: el accompanies masculine nouns while la accompanies feminine nouns. Hence, nouns with misleading endings are still marked in the morphophonology of the noun phrase by the article (e.g., la mano). Article elision does not exist in Spanish. However, another phenomenon similar in nature concerns the article preceding feminine nouns starting with the vowel a-and stressed on the word onset. These nouns, rather than taking the feminine article la, take the regular masculine article el (e.g., el agua, the-M water-F); that is, the article marks for the opposite gender. Note that these cases represent no more that 0.05% of all nouns.
French does not mark gender on the noun as clearly as Italian or even Spanish. Except for animate nouns whose gender is often morphologically marked on the suffix, gender is typically unmarked for inanimate nouns with grammatical gender. Corbett (1991) identified 21 assignment rules to derive gender from nouns' endings, with a substantial number of exceptions. However, the absence of an inflectional suffix on most inanimate nouns considerably complicates the problem since the ending can be defined in many different ways (final phoneme, two final phonemes, final syllable, etc.). Leaving aside this difficulty and considering arbitrarily 2-phoneme endings, some endings are consistently, though not strictly, associated with one gender (e.g., 93% of the nouns ending [mĩ] are masculine whereas 93% of the words ending in [ad] are feminine). In contrast, some endings are equally associated to both genders (e.g., [ik] ). These nouns, together with nouns whose ending has a weak association with one gender (below 80%), represent the vast majority of the lexicon. Hence, in contrast to Italian and Spanish, it is extremely difficult to provide a statistical estimate of the proportion of the nouns that have a marked ending. Nevertheless, in spite of the difficulty to provide an objective estimate of the predictivity of the ending in French, Tucker, Lambert, and Rigault (1977) reported that French speakers have good implicit knowledge of these indexes. In contrast to the blurry gender markers on the noun, the definite article provides a clear cue: le always precedes masculine nouns while la always precedes feminine nouns. As in Italian, the definite article preceding vowel-initial nouns is elided and reduced to the unmarked form l' (e.g., l'artichaut), which concerns about 20% of the lexicon.
A summary of the distribution of gender markers on the noun and the determiner in the three test languages is provided in Table 1 . It appears from this selective description of the gender systems of Italian, Spanish, and French that the mapping between grammatical gender and morphophonological markers on the noun and the definite article varies along a continuum that goes from consistent to inconsistent. Whereas nominal markers are extremely predictive of gender in Italian (80% of the nouns have a consistent marker, 0% have an inconsistent marker), they are less predictive in Spanish (66.7% have a consistent marker, 2.8% have an inconsistent marker) and even less so in French. Whereas Italian and French definite articles preceding nouns starting with a vowel are unmarked (representing about 20Á25% of the lexicon), virtually all articles are consistently marked in Spanish, aside a small percentage of articles marking the opposite gender (B1%). The mapping between gender and markers also varies within the language. Whereas the association between the ending and gender is similar to that between the article and gender in Italian (80% vs. 75% respectively), in French, the ending is only weakly associated to gender while the article is strongly associated to it (in about 80% of the cases). In Spanish, the asymmetry is less salient than in French, but articles are still more reliably associated to gender than endings (99% vs. 66.7% consistent marking respectively).
OVERVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENTS
Four cross-linguistic experiments were designed to assess the differential role of morphophonological markers on predicative adjective gender agreement, making use of this variability across languages and across gender markers within languages. Two questions guided our work. First, does the sensitivity of agreement to morphophonology depend upon the structural position of the marker in the nominal phrase, that is, its presence on the noun or on the article that precedes it? Gender is a feature of the noun, and it is commonly assumed in linguistic theory that the determiner receives its gender feature from the noun by some operation of agreement or concord (e.g., Carstens, 2000) . Hence, morphophonological information on the noun provides a direct cue to gender available as soon as the noun is being encoded, and is therefore expected to exert a primary role on agreement (other factors being equal). Second, does the sensitivity of agreement to morphophonology depend upon the distribution of the marker in the language? That is, does it depend on the strength of its association with a particular gender feature (its reliability) and the frequency of this association in the language? We will refer to the combination of these two distributional factors as the 'validity' of the marker (Bates & MacWhinney, 1989 ). If the system responsible for computing agreement is finely attuned to the validity of the marker, more THE INTERPLAY OF SYNTAX AND FORM 337 valid markers are expected to have a stronger influence on agreement than less valid markers. Our work aimed to provide a systematic body of evidence by (1) limiting the study to one particular agreement relation: gender agreement between the subject head noun and the predicative adjective; (2) comparing the impact of different morphophonological markers (noun and article) within the same language; and (3) comparing the impact of the same morphophonological marker in different languages in which it is differently distributed.
EXPERIMENT 1: GENDER MARKING ON THE NOUN IN SPANISH
The aim of Experiment 1 was to replicate, in Spanish, the finding in Italian that nominal gender marking plays a role on agreement (Vigliocco & Zilli, 1999) . Spanish nouns mark gender in a similar way to Italian. Hence, if the effect reported in Italian is not language-specific, it is expected to arise in Spanish speakers.
Method
Participants. Thirty-two students from the University of Arizona, all native speakers of Spanish, were paid to participate in this experiment.
Materials. The variables manipulated were: (a) the gender marking of the noun (marked vs. unmarked); (b) the gender match between the head and intervener (match vs. mismatch). Half the head nouns were masculine, the other half feminine. Although the gender of the head noun was initially introduced as a variable in the design, it was later dropped from the analyses since it failed to show any effect and was not relevant to the issues investigated here.
Materials consisted of 32 experimental items made of preamble-adjective pairs. The preambles were made up of a subject head noun and an intervener embedded in a modifying prepositional phrase. The noun's gender marking was manipulated by contrasting marked nouns whose ending is consistently associated with one gender feature (-o marks the masculine; -a marks the feminine) with unmarked nouns whose endings does not mark gender. All the interveners' endings were gender marked. All nouns (head and intervener) had grammatical gender. Each preamble was accompanied by an adjective. All adjectives expressed gender in their morphophonology.
Plausibility of the sentence fragments was rated on a 7-point scale by a separate group of 16 native Spanish speakers. None of the variables manipulated showed an effect in those plausibility ratings: consistently marked preambles were as plausible as unmarked preambles (4.8 vs. 4.9
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FRANCK ET AL. respectively); gender match preambles were as plausible as gender mismatch preambles (both 4.8); preambles with feminine head nouns were as plausible as preambles with masculine heads (4.8 and 4.9 respectively). Eight versions of the 32 experimental items were created and counterbalanced across eight experimental lists (see Table 2 and Appendices for the complete list of items). Each list contained 8 items in each of the 4 experimental conditions.
There were 72 filler items. Forty of them had plural and inanimate head nouns. Of these, half had a masculine, and half a feminine head noun. Some variability in the structure of the preambles was introduced (adjective phrases and compounds). The remaining 32 filler items were singular animate nouns, equally distributed in the gender match and mismatch conditions.
Procedure. Participants were tested individually. Trials consisted of the visual presentation of the adjectives on a computer screen for 600 ms followed with a blank screen for 400 ms and by the preamble that remained in view until participants responded. Both the masculine and feminine forms of the adjective were presented, one above the other in a counterbalanced manner across items. The participants' task was to repeat the preamble and complete it using the adjective provided. The instructions emphasised rapid speech. The experimenter presented the following item as soon as the participant had produced the sentence. Eight practice trials were performed before the experimental trials. Experimental sessions were tape-recorded.
Scoring criteria. Utterances were transcribed and scored according to the following criteria. (1) Correct responses were scored when the participant correctly repeated the preamble and completed it using the correct form of the adjective.
(2) Agreement errors were scored when the completion met the criteria above but the adjective failed to agree in gender with the subject of the sentence.
(3) Miscellaneous responses were scored when the participant failed to repeat the preamble or the adjective (or parts of it), when he/she failed to repeat some words in the preamble, or when he/she produced a completion lacking the main verb. If two different utterances were produced in succession, only the first was scored, including those cases in which an agreement error was produced and immediately corrected.
Design and data analysis. Analyses of variance with both subjects and items as random factors were carried out using as dependent measure the arcsine transformation of the proportion of agreement errors and miscellaneous responses (given the Bernoulli distribution of the data, data were first drifted to 0 by applying a 2)-1 transformation before applying the arcsine transform). The variables manipulated (gender marking on the noun and gender match) were part of a within-participant, within-item design.
Results and discussion
One of the unmarked feminine nouns was often used as masculine (sartén, frying pan). The whole item to which this noun belonged was eliminated from the analyses, leaving 62 experimental items per list. There were 1653 (83.3%) correct responses, 84 (4.2%) agreement errors, and 247 (12.5%) miscellaneous responses. The distribution of agreement errors and miscellaneous responses is illustrated in Table 3 . Distribution of agreement errors. Errors were more common when the ending did not mark gender than when it did mark it consistently, F 1 (1, 31)0 11.6, p0.002; F 2 (1, 30)08.0, p0.008. More errors were produced when the head and intervener had different gender than when their genders matched, F 1 (1, 31)062.7, pB.001; F 2 (1, 30)047.7, pB.001. The interaction between these two factors was not significant, F 1 (1, 31)03.5, p0.07; F 2 B1.
Distribution of miscellaneous responses. Miscellaneous responses were equally distributed across conditions (FsB1).
This experiment replicates in Spanish the results reported by Vigliocco and Zilli (1999) in Italian: speakers produce fewer agreement errors when the ending on the subject head noun is morphophonologically marked for gender than when it is not. Does the morphophonological effect reported lie in the process responsible for producing agreement or in some more general device at play in sentence production? Two arguments suggest that it is specifically linked to agreement production. First, plausibility ratings of our materials did not show any difference between the two experimental conditions. Second, the morphophonological variable did not influence miscellaneous errors.
EXPERIMENT 2: GENDER MARKING ON THE NOUN AND ON THE ARTICLE IN ITALIAN
Experiment 2 crossed the manipulation of gender markers on the noun and on the article in Italian. The two variables were introduced within the same design in order to determine their respective impact on agreement. Given the strong validity of both markers in the language, the two are expected to influence agreement.
Method
Participants. Forty-eight students from the University of Trieste, all native speakers of Italian, volunteered to participate in the experiment.
Materials. The variables experimentally manipulated were: (a) the gender marking of the head noun (consistent with the gender feature vs. opaque); (b) the gender marking of the head noun's article (marked vs. unmarked); (c) the gender match between the head and intervener (match vs. mismatch). Half the head nouns were masculine, the other half were feminine.
Thirty-two experimental items were built consisting of preamble-adjective pairs. The preambles consisted of a subject head noun and an intervener embedded in a modifying prepositional phrase. All nouns used in the
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experimental materials were singular and had grammatical gender. The manipulation of the gender marker on the noun was obtained as in Experiment 1, by contrasting nouns with gender marked endings (-o and -a) to nouns with an unmarked ending (-e). The manipulation of gender marking on the article was done by contrasting definite articles marked for gender (il/la) to the elided article (l') unmarked for gender. All interveners had gender marked endings. Adjectives expressed gender in their morphophonology, so both the masculine and feminine forms were presented one above the other (balanced). Examples of experimental items are reported in Table 4 (see Appendix B for the full list of items). Two lists were created in which each of the two variants of an experimental item appeared only once, such that each list contained the eight experimental conditions. Each condition was represented by four items in each list. In each list, items were arranged in a semi-random order, with the constraint that no more than three experimental items could occur consecutively.
A group of 16 native Italian speakers that did not take part in the experiment were asked to rate the plausibility of the sentence fragments on a scale from 1 (highly implausible) to 7 (highly plausible) scale. Mean plausibility ratings did not differ for preambles with head nouns with high and low predictivity (5.7 vs. 5.8, respectively); they did not differ for marked and unmarked articles (5.8 vs. 5.9, respectively), and for matching and mismatching preambles (5.7 and 5.9, respectively). There were also 32 filler items consisting of preamble-adjective pairs. All the nouns used in the filler items were plural. Half of them had a masculine head and a masculine intervener; the other half had a feminine head and a feminine intervener. Half of the filler items referred to animate entities, the other half to inanimate entities.
Procedure. The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1 except that the two forms of the adjective were presented visually for 800 ms and replaced by a blank screen for 500 ms. The preamble was then displayed for 900 ms. Also, the presentation was self-paced. Participants were instructed to press the spacebar on the computer keyboard in order to move to the next trial.
Scoring criteria and design. Same as Experiment 1.
Data analysis. ANOVAs were conducted on the arcsine transformation of error proportions (agreement and miscellaneous errors). The three variables manipulated were part of a within-participant design, gender marking of the noun and gender marking of the article were part of a between-item design, and gender match was part of a within-item design. 
Results and discussion
There were 1366 (88.9%) correct responses, 79 (5.1%) agreement errors and 91 (5.9%) miscellaneous responses. Table 5 reports the distribution of these errors in the different experimental conditions.
Distribution of agreement errors. Agreement errors were more common for nouns with unmarked endings than for nouns with marked endings, F 1 (1, 47)018.74, pB.001; F 2 (1, 28)04.93, p0.03. More agreement errors were produced in the condition of gender mismatch between the head and intervener than in the condition of gender match, F 1 (1, 47)06.65, pB.01; F 2 (1, 28)015.54, pB.001. The interaction between markedness on the ending and on the article was not significant, F 1 (1, 47)01.69, p0.20; F 2 (1, 28)00.93, p0.34. No other main effects or interactions were significant (FsB1).
Distribution of miscellaneous responses. The interaction between the marking of the article and the gender match was found significant in the analysis using participants as random factor, F 1 (1, 47)04.24, p0.05; F 2 (1, 28)02.19, p0.15. Gender match was not significant, F 1 B1; F 2 (1, 28)02.22, p0.15, and did not significantly interact with the ending, F 1 B1; F 2 (1, 28)01.53, p0.23. Other Fs wereB1.
The influence of the noun's ending on agreement is in line with the results reported by Vigliocco and Zilli (1999) with different materials, and with the results of Experiment 1 in Spanish.
Interestingly, no influence was found for the gender marker on the article. Given the strong validity of gender marking on the article in Italian (75% of the definite determiners consistently mark gender, and the definite determiner never marks it inconsistently), we expected it to influence agreement. But we also entertained the possibility that the system not only integrates morphophonological information according to its distribution in the language, but also to its structural position in the phrase. The data suggest that these two constraints are not independent of one another: in the presence of a highly valid nominal gender marker (frequent in the language and maximally consistent with grammatical gender), the agreement system remains blind to any other cue. Such a prevalence of nominal marking finds a natural explanation in the fact that the source of agreement is the noun, not the article; hence, when all the necessary information is directly available on the noun, the system can immediately proceed to agreement.
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EXPERIMENT 3: GENDER MARKING ON THE NOUN AND ON THE ARTICLE IN FRENCH
The design of Experiment 3 in French is identical to that of Experiment 2. French differs from Italian in that the nominal marker has a much lower validity, and the article provides by far the most important cue to gender. If morphophonological information finely modulates agreement, article marking is expected to have an influence on agreement, while the ending may show a reduced or even no effect.
Method
Participants. Forty native French speakers studying Psychology at the University of Louvain participated in the study.
Materials. The manipulated variables were identical to those used in Experiment 2: (a) the gender marking of the head noun (consistent with the gender feature vs. opaque); (b) the gender marking of the head noun's article (marked vs. unmarked); (c) the gender match (match/mismatch) between the head and intervener. Half the head nouns were masculine, the other half were feminine.
Materials for the experiment were 32 experimental items consisting of preamble-adjective pairs. All experimental preambles contained a subject head and a modifier noun embedded in a prepositional phrase. The manipulation of the noun's gender marking provided the contrast between a condition in which the nouns' endings were correlated with one gender in more than 80% of the cases (considered marked) and a condition in which they were only correlated in less than 70% with one gender (considered unmarked). The selection of the endings was made on the basis of Tucker and colleagues' work (Tucker et al., 1977) . The mean correlation between the ending and gender was 0.91 (SD00.09) in the marked condition and 0.59 (SD00.14) in the unmarked condition. The difference between the two scores is statistically significant, t(30)0 (7.33; p0.0001. The manipulation of the gender marking on the article was realised by contrasting nouns starting with a vowel that are preceded with the unmarked, elided article (e.g., l'assiette) with nouns starting with a consonant that are preceded with a gender marked article (e.g., le bureau). Adjectives were selected such that their gender was marked in the spoken format and both forms were presented one above the other (balanced).
Gender of the head noun was balanced throughout the experimental lists. All nouns used in the experimental materials had grammatical gender. Interveners had unmarked endings with respect to gender. Examples of items are illustrated in Table 6 and the full list of items is reported in Appendix C.
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Two lists were created by the combination of the 8 experimental conditions. Each condition was represented by four items in each list. As in the previous experiments, items were arranged in each list in a pseudorandom order with the constraint that no more than three experimental preambles could occur consecutively. The pseudo-random order was fixed in each list.
A separate group of 10 native French speakers rated the plausibility of the items on a 7 point scale. Mean plausibility ratings did not differ between preambles with marked and unmarked head nouns (3.7 vs. 3.5 respectively), between preambles with marked and unmarked articles (3.7 vs. 3.5 respectively), and between preambles with matching and mismatching gender (3.6 for both conditions).
Thirty six filler items were introduced, also made of preamble-adjective pairs. One third of them were composed of a single head noun; one third included a subordinate clause modifier; and one third included a prepositional phrase modifier. In two-thirds of the filler items, the head nouns and interveners referred to animate entities, equally distributed in the three syntactic structures. In half of these filler items, the head and intervener matched in gender, and they mismatched in the other half. Procedure, scoring criteria, design and data analysis. Same as Experiment 2.
Results and discussion. There were 992 (77.5%) correct responses, 105 (8.2%) gender agreement errors and 183 (14.3%) miscellaneous responses. Table 7 reports the distribution of agreement errors and miscellaneous responses in the different experimental conditions. Distribution of agreement errors. Agreement errors were more frequent with unmarked than with marked endings, F 1 (1, 39)012.4, p0.001; F 2 (1, 28)06.4, p0.017. Errors were also more frequent when the article was unmarked than when it was marked, F 1 (1, 39)064.6, pB.001; F 2 (1, 28)0 15.5, p0.001. Gender mismatch between the head noun and the intervener generated more errors than gender match, F 1 (1, 39)018.8, pB.001; F 2 (1, 28)030.8, pB.001. The interaction between the ending and the article did not reach significance, F 1 (1, 39)01.5, p0.225; F 2 B1, neither did the interaction between the ending and gender match, F 1 (1, 39)01.9, p0.179; F 2 (1, 28)03.0, p0.093. Other Fs wereB1.
Distribution of miscellaneous responses. Moderate effects of article and ending marking were found in the analyses using participants as random factor; respectively F 1 (1, 39)06.9, p0.012; F 2 (1, 28)01.8, p0.185 and F 1 (1, 39)03.9, p 0.06; F 2 (1, 28)02.6, p0.120. The interaction between gender match and article marking was also significant in the participant analysis, F 1 (1, 39)08.2, p 0.007; F 2 (1, 28)01.69, p0.204. Other Fs wereB1. Experiment 3 replicated in French the finding in Spanish (Experiment 1) and in Italian (Experiment 2) that when a noun has an ending that is associated to one gender, agreement is more often correct as compared to when the ending does not provide a cue to gender. However, the French data contrast with the Italian data in that the presence of a gender-marked article renders agreement more secure whereas this was not the case in Italian.
In the discussion of Experiment 2 we proposed that because gender is a property of the noun, highly valid nominal markers suffice, so that the agreement system does not take other cues into account. In contrast to Italian, French nouns' endings are only weakly associated with gender. Hence, the agreement system would take into account the other cue present in the noun phrase, the article, which provides infallible gender information for 80% of the nouns. In line with the hypothesis that the system is modulated by the statistical distribution of gender markers, comparison t-tests conducted on the arcsine transformation of error proportions show that in French, the article plays a stronger role than the ending, t(39)0 (2.69, pB.01. Still, the system considers the morphophonology of the noun given its primacy to agreement, which explains the coexistence of both influences, from the noun and from the article.
The finding that miscellaneous errors also showed sensitivity to article marking (as well as some sensitivity to the ending) in the analysis of variance using participants as the random factor raises the possibility that the effect found on agreement errors may not be specific to agreement production. One first possibility that can be ruled out straightforwardly is that the effect be attributed to the plausibility of the items. As reported in the Materials section, similar plausibility ratings were found in the article marked and unmarked conditions. Two more substantial pieces of evidence suggest that elision plays a specific role on agreement. The first comes from a control experiment using the same materials in which the definite article (le/la) was replaced by the indefinite article (un/une) (unpublished data). The indefinite article differs from the article in that it always marks gender in its form, even in front of vowel-initial nouns. Whereas the effect of the ending was replicated, there was no effect of the article, suggesting that the critical factor underlying agreement errors in Experiment 3 is the absence of a gender marker on the elided definite article.
The second piece of evidence comes from a study we conducted using a technique of agreement elicitation in on-line picture naming (Franck & Frauenfelder, 2005) . In this procedure, agreement is produced on the basis of non-linguistic stimuli, which eliminates the comprehension phase of the experimental procedure. A cost in reaction times was observed in agreement production involving unmarked articles as compared to marked articles,
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again suggesting the existence of a direct effect of article marking on agreement production.
EXPERIMENT 4: INCONSISTENT GENDER MARKING ON THE NOUN AND ON THE ARTICLE IN SPANISH
Experiment 4 differs from Experiments 1Á3 in that rather than manipulating nouns or articles that are morphophonologically unmarked, we manipulated nouns and articles that are inconsistently marked; they point to the wrong gender feature. Such a manipulation was only possible in Spanish. If the system is finely tuned to the distributional properties of the syntax-to-form relation, inconsistent markers are expected to disrupt agreement.
Method
Participants. Thirty-two native Spanish speakers from the University of Arizona, different from Experiment 1, were paid to participate.
Materials. The variables manipulated in this experiment were: (a) the gender marking of the head noun (consistent vs. inconsistent); (b) the gender marking of the head noun's article (consistent vs. inconsistent); (c) the gender match between the head and intervener (match/mismatch).
Manipulation of the marker on the noun involved using nouns whose ending points to the incorrect gender feature: these nouns end in -a but are masculine (e.g., el enigma). The gender of these nouns is correctly marked on the article which marks the masculine (el). Manipulation of the marker on the article was done by using nouns whose article points to the incorrect gender feature: these nouns are preceded by the article el although they are feminine (e.g., el agua). The gender of these nouns is nevertheless marked on the ending which marks the feminine (-a).
Since the number of such words in the language is small, we had only small groups of each type. There were 14 masculine nouns inconsistently marked on the noun's ending and 10 nouns incorrectly marked on the article (see Appendix D). These 24 irregular nouns were paired with a regular control word matched in frequency (Julliand & Chang-Rodriguez, 1964) , sharing the same gender, the same number of syllables, and consistently marked both on the ending and the article. Examples of experimental items are presented in Table 8 .
Experimental materials consisted of 24 experimental items and 24 control nouns used as head nouns. Only two of them were animate nouns but with surface gender, that is, a gender feature that is not dependent on the sex of the referent and which is used to refer to both sexes (águila, eagle and ave, bird). As in Experiments 1Á3, preambles consisted of a subject head noun
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and a modifying prepositional phrase and were paired with adjectives. All the interveners had gender marked endings and articles. There were also 32 fillers with the same overall form as the experimental items. The fillers all had plural heads. Half of them had a masculine head, the other half a feminine head. As in Experiment 1, some variability in the structure of the preambles was introduced (adjective phrases and compounds).
Procedure, scoring criteria, design and data analysis. ANOVAS on the arcsine transformation of error proportions were conducted separately for gender marking and article marking; both variables were crossed with gender match. All variables were part of a within-participant design, gender marking and article marking were part of a between-item design while gender match was part of a within-item design.
Results and discussion
Of a total of 1536 responses, there were 1081 (70.4%) correct responses, 192 (12.5%) gender agreement errors, and 263 (17.1%) miscellaneous responses. The distribution of agreement errors and miscellaneous responses in the experimental conditions is illustrated in Table 9 .
Distribution of agreement errors. The ANOVA involving article marking and gender match shows that errors were more frequent with inconsistent than with consistent articles, F 1 (1, 31)099.2, pB.001; F 2 (1, 9)061.1, pB.001, and they were more common in the mismatch condition than in the match condition, F 1 (1, 31)019.4, pB.001; F 2 (1, 9)019.9, p0.002. These two variables showed an interaction in the analysis with participants as random factor, F 1 (1, 31)04.7, p0.037, but not in the analysis by items, F 2 (1, 9)01.7, p0.228. The ANOVA involving noun marking and gender match shows that errors were significantly more common with inconsistent endings than with the consistent controls, although the analysis using items as random factor fails to reach significance, F 1 (1, 31)09.5, p0.004; F 2 (1, 13)02.6, p0.130. Errors were more common in the mismatch condition, F 1 (1, 31)029.9, pB.001; F 2 (1, 13)023.8, pB.001. These two variables did not interact, F(1, 31)02.7, p0.109; F 2 (1, 13)01.1, p0.301.
Distribution of miscellaneous responses. None of the effects were significant (FsB1). 
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Experiment 4 shows that inconsistent markers, whether on the noun or on the article, substantially increase agreement error rate. This result reinforces and extends the findings of the previous experiments that gender marking influences agreement. Moreover, Spanish speakers, like French speakers but in contrast to Italian speakers, appear sensitive to the morphophonological markers present on the article to compute agreement.
Inconsistent articles were statistically more disturbing to the agreement system than inconsistent endings, t(31)0Á7.37, pB.001, replicating the advantage for the article found in Experiment 3 in French. Whereas the ending provides a reliable gender marker for about 70% of the nouns in Spanish, the article marks gender in virtually 100% of the cases. Thus, the agreement system appears to take this difference into account, by giving more weight to the morphophonological gender information carried by the article than to that carried by the noun ending.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The results of the four experiments in Spanish, Italian, and French converge in demonstrating the role of morphophonological gender markers in agreement production. Differences were reported between languages as well as between gender markers within languages, suggesting that morphophonology affects agreement under precise conditions. We start with a summary of these effects and an attempt to identify factors modulating them. In the second part of the General Discussion, we discuss these effects in the framework of a functional model of agreement production.
What modulates morphophonological influences on agreement?
Two factors of a different nature but closely interrelated were found to modulate morphophonological influences on agreement. The first factor, structural in nature, is the position of the marker in the subject noun phrase (on the noun vs. on the determiner). The second factor, distributional in nature, is a combination of the reliability of the marker and its frequency in the language, which we referred to as its validity (Bates & MacWhinney, 1989) .
How do these factors show up in the data? We manipulated markers in two different structural positions, the noun ending and the definite article, and found differential effects for these two markers within and between languages. In Italian, a strong effect of the ending was reported, while no effect of the article was observed. In Spanish, significant effects of both the ending and the article were found. In French, a weak effect of the ending was found, together with a strong effect of the article.
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We suggested that the difference between Italian, which did not show an effect of the article, and French and Spanish, which did, lies in the validity of the nominal marker. In Italian, the -o and -a nominal inflections not only are infallible markers of masculine and feminine features, they are also present on more than 80% of the nouns (see Table 1 ). In Spanish, -o and -a inflections are good markers of gender too, however, in contrast to Italian, a small proportion of nouns have an ending that is inconsistent with the gender feature. Moreover, 30% of the nouns end with inflectional markers that are not associated to one gender, which is more than in Italian. The relationship between gender and the nouns' endings is even cloudier in French. As stated in the Introduction, the definition of the ending in French is extremely difficult since there is no inflectional morpheme like in Italian and Spanish. However, some phoneme combinations are associated statistically with one gender or the other. Hence, even though no clear statistical estimate of the frequency of those associations exists in French (it varies with the number of phonemes considered in the ending), it is obvious that the ending provides a weaker cue to gender than in Italian or Spanish. We hypothesised, in line with the widely shared assumption in linguistic theory that the determiner receives its feature from the noun via an operation of agreement or concord within the NP, that morphophonological information on the noun plays a primary role in agreement since it is directly available as the noun is being encoded. Our data suggest that, indeed, in a language where the noun provides valid morphophonological gender information, like Italian, the agreement system proceeds on the sole basis of the nominal marker, independently of the presence of other potentially good markers in the noun phrase. In contrast, in a language where the noun provides only poor morphophonological information, the agreement system still shows significant sensitivity to the nominal marker.
In Spanish and in French, in which the nominal marker would be too weak to drive the agreement system alone, morphophonological information on the definite article was found to make a contribution to agreement. Critically, in these languages, the article provides a more valid cue to gender than the ending, which is not the case in Italian (see Table 1 ). In Spanish, the articles el and la mark gender consistently in more than 99% of the cases, and there is no phenomenon of elision which means that virtually all nouns are preceded by a consistent gender-marked article. In French, the articles le and la provide infallible gender markers, and precede about 80% of the nouns, while the remaining 20% of vowel-initial nouns take the unmarked, elided article (l'). Our data suggest that the agreement system of these languages takes particular advantage of this information. This interpretation is in line with the report in the literature on subject-verb number agreement showing an influence of the head noun's article in languages in which nominal markers only provide limited morphophonological cues to number (Dutch and German; see Hartsuiker et al., 2003; Antó n-Méndez & Hartsuiker, 2007) .
In sum, the system responsible for computing agreement is finely tuned to the distribution of gender markers in the language. This observation fits well with statistical approaches of language processing like those developed in the framework of constraint satisfaction models (MacDonald, Pearlmutter, & Seidenberg, 1994; Trueswell & Tanenhaus, 1994 ; the competition model of Bates & McWhinney, 1982) . In those models, processing is determined by multiple probabilistic factors in interaction. Recently, MacDonald and colleagues extended this view to language production, in particular agreement (Thornton & MacDonald, 2003; Haskell & MacDonald, 2003) . Haskell and MacDonald proposed that the production of subject-verb agreement be described by: (1) competition between verb forms and (2) interaction between information sources (including semantics and phonology). Although a statistical model based on general processing mechanisms like competition and interaction can provide a fine description of how much conceptual and morphophonological factors weigh on agreement respectively, it does not explain the agreement process itself which requires identifying a structural dependency between two elements in the sentence.
In the next section, a new model of the functional architecture of the agreement process is proposed. It integrates both principles of statistical processing and interactivity between information sources, in line with the constraint satisfaction and the maximalist approach (Vigliocco & Franck, 1999; Vigliocco & Hartsuiker, 2002) , and principles of syntactic operation adopted in linguistic theory (e.g., Chomsky, 1995).
A NEW FUNCTIONAL MODEL OF AGREEMENT
Before presenting our model, we start by briefly describing the models of agreement that have been proposed in the psycholinguistic literature, underlining their shortcomings which our model aims to address. The first model is the Unification model, proposed by Vigliocco and her colleagues (e.g., Vigliocco, Butterworth, & Garrett, 1996) . In this model, features on the subject head noun and features on the verb (or adjective) are both directly retrieved from the conceptual representation and agreement amounts to unifying these features at the level of grammatical encoding. An additional assumption was added to the model, called the 'Maximal input hypothesis' according to which not only conceptual information, but also morphophonological information influences the unification process (e.g., Vigliocco & Franck, 1999; Vigliocco & Hartsuiker, 2002) . In this view, morphophonological effects on agreement are interpreted as the direct consequence of 354 FRANCK ET AL.
feedback connections from phonological encoding to grammatical encoding (e.g., Dell, 1986) . 3 Although Unification provides an account for conceptual effects, it is less clear how morphophonological effects come about. The Maximal Input hypothesis accounts for morphophonological effects on grammatical encoding in terms of interactivity between these levels. Although interactivity may characterise the relationship between the morphophonological and grammatical levels, the Maximal Input hypothesis does not provide a model of how this interaction influences agreement. Another difficulty with the Unification model is its assumption that the same process ensures the specification of features on the agreement source and on the target. This view is incompatible with most modern linguistic accounts of agreement which, in order to account for a number of syntactic phenomena, assume a fundamental difference between the way features are specified on the noun and on the verb or adjective. Whereas features on the noun are closely tied to the semantic representation (they are said to be interpretable because they contain information relevant for semantic interpretation) and therefore have to be specified with the noun from the semantics, features on the verb or adjective are uninterpretable; they are copied from the noun and consist in duplications which only play a role within the syntax (e.g., Chomsky, 1995) .
In the Marking and Morphing model proposed by Bock and colleagues (Bock et al., 2001Bock et al., 2004 Eberhard et al., 2005) , agreement is more finely decomposed in two functionally distinct components. Marking is the process that imports notional number from the semantics into the syntax. It operates at the interface between the message level and grammatical encoding, and is assumed to be the locus of conceptual influences on agreement. Morphing is a set of interrelated operations. Its first role is to match number-relevant features from the syntax (number marking) and the lexicon (number specifications). Morphing also binds morphological information to structural positions. Finally, morphing transmits number features to structurally controlled constituents (e.g., to verbs). Attraction is assumed to occur at the level of Morphing, independently of conceptual representations, in line with the experimental report that conceptual properties of the head noun modulate agreement, but those of the 3 As Vigliocco and Hartsuiker (2002) discussed it, a strictly feedforward model can also account for the data if it includes the assumption of an internal monitoring component (e.g., Levelt, 1983 Levelt, , 1989 . However, the empirical criteria recently proposed by Hartsuiker (2006) to distinguish feedback from monitoring rather support an interpretation of morphophonological effects on agreement in terms of feedback.
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intervening noun fail to modulate attraction. 4 With respect to morphophonological properties, given the interrelations between morphophonological specification and feature transmission at the level of Morphing, attraction is expected to show sensitivity to morphophonological information: 'Phonology may influence the process with which we are concerned (Vigliocco & Hartsuiker, 2002) , particularly morphophonology (Hartsuiker, Schriefers, Bock & Kikstra, 2003; Haskell & MacDonald, 2003) ' (Eberhard et al., 2005, p. 9) . At the theoretical level, the inclusion of the transmission of agreement features and their morphological realisation within the single process of Morphing contradicts a number of arguments in the linguistic literature. One of these is that agreement has been shown to be a condition for nominative case assignment (e.g., Cardinaletti, 1997;  for psycholinguistic evidence in language development see Schutze, 1997, and Guasti & Rizzi, 2002) . Hence, the existence of languages that assign case without expressing agreement in the morphology (e.g., the past tense in English) suggests that agreement has been realised syntactically, independently of morphology. At the experimental level, psycholinguistic research on attraction does not seem to fit the model's prediction that morphophonology influences attraction at the level of Morphing. As discussed in the Introduction, the effects reported by Hartsuiker et al. (2003) and by Haskell and MacDonald (2003) can both be interpreted without assuming morphophonological influences on attraction (erroneous function assignment and general conceptual representation of the subject phrase). In contrast, the study allowing for a straightforward interpretation of the results in Italian (Vigliocco et al., 1995) , together with the initial report in English (Bock & Eberhard, 1993) showed that the morphophonological properties that influence agreement when manipulated on the head noun do not influence attraction when manipulated on the intervener. Hence, in line with syntactic theory, psycholinguistic data suggest that two separate components underlie the morphophonological and syntactic operations involved in agreement.
The processing model of agreement we propose here is theoretically anchored in modern theoretical syntax (e.g., Chomsky, 1995) and in psycholinguistic models of single word production (e.g., Rapp & Goldrick, 2000) . It aims to provide a good fit of the agreement phenomena reported 4 Hupet, Fayol, and Schelstraete (1998) and Thornton & MacDonald (2003) reported significant effects on agreement of the plausibility of the intervener. That is, whether the intervener could be plausibly used as subject of the sentence affects agreement. This effect may be taken to suggest that agreement is influenced by the conceptual properties of the intervener. However, these effects may straightforwardly be accounted for in terms of occurring during functional assignment processes, rather than agreement processes: the more plausible as a subject the intervener, the more likely it could be erroneously assigned the subject function.
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both in the psycholinguistic and linguistic literature. The model provides a finer functional decomposition of agreement than that assumed in the Unification/Maximal input hypothesis (in order to integrate assumptions from syntactic theory), but a different decomposition from that assumed in the Marking and Morphing model (in order to account for the lack of conceptual/morphophonological influences from the intervening noun on attraction). The model implements the fundamental distinction between interpretable features (on the noun) and uninterpretable features (e.g., on the verb or adjective) proposed in theoretical syntax by assuming two different processing components that ensure feature specification at these two syntactic positions: Feature selection and Feature copy (see Figure 1 ).
Conceptual Level
Grammatical Level The gender feature, once selected in the Functional Lexicon, serves as input to the operation of Feature copy, which takes place in the Syntax. The feature on the head noun (HN) is copied to a gender agreement node (Agr) to which the adjective (A) moves to get valued. If a local noun (LN) is present, its feature (selected in the same way) is occasionally erroneously copied to Agr, triggering attraction.
Morpho-Phonological Level
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The first component, feature selection, is responsible for selecting nominal features within the lexicon (left side of Figure 1 ). From the syntactic viewpoint, number is like an entry in the functional lexicon: a head which ends up 'agglutinated' to the noun or the article, much like tense is a separate head which ends up 'agglutinated' to the verb. Gender too is assumed to be the head of its own projection in the syntactic tree (e.g., Picallo, 1991) , under some accounts as part of the number phrase (conceptual gender) or as part of the lexical entry (grammatical gender; see Ritter, 1993) . Thus, nominal features are lexical units that are selected from the functional lexicon on the basis of the message (number and conceptual gender), or directly from the lexicon as a property of the lemma (grammatical gender). Feature selection is conceived of as a process of lexical selection which selects an entry in a memory store of functional units. Such a view is in line with the hypothesis that grammatical features are retrieved automatically as part of the lexical selection process (Caramazza, Miozzo, Costa, Schiller, & Alario, 2001; Finocchiaro & Caramazza, 2006) .
Feature selection is assumed to be the locus of conceptual and morphophonological effects on agreement. Research on lexical selection has provided ample evidence of phonological influences on lemma selection, validating the hypothesis of local interactivity in the process of lexical selection (e.g., Dell, 1986; Rapp & Goldrick, 2000; Goldrick, 2006) . Similarly, local interactions within the functional lexicon take place during the process of feature selection, and are responsible for the morphophonological influences we reported on agreement. A syntactic feature strongly associated to a morphophonological marker would be more likely to be selected than a feature only weakly associated to such a marker given the activation feedback that it receives from the morphophonological level. Experimental reports of conceptual and morphophonological effects on agreement therefore find a natural explanation in the view that feature selection is similar in nature to lexical selection, or even part of it. 5 In sum, the relative contribution to feature selection of conceptual and morphophonological information is a 5 The output of feature selection is an abstract, syntactic feature that is not available directly and has to be inferred. What is the syntactic feature when the conceptual and morphophonological representations differ (e.g., 'label' in 'the label on the bottles' or 'eggs' in 'the scrambled eggs in the corner')? In our view, the syntactic feature is the one that shows up on the agreement target, by definition of agreement. If the speaker says 'the label on the bottles is green', the singular feature has been selected in line with its morphological realisation; if the speaker says 'the label on the bottles are green' or 'the scrambled eggs in the corner wants more coffee', the feature has been selected in line with its conceptual representation. That is, the lack of a mapping between the different levels of representation is at the lexical level of feature selection, not at the syntactic level of feature copy which blindly transmits the selected feature to the agreement target.
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probabilistic variable affecting the process along the lines of what we suggested in the previous section. The second component, feature copy, is responsible for transmitting the feature selected to the agreement target and takes place within the syntax (right side of Figure 1) . In syntactic theory, feature copy in subject-verb agreement involves the operation of AGREE that links the subject in its initial position within the verb phrase and a position dedicated to agreement (AgrS) where the agreement target moves in order to be valued (e.g., Chomsky, 1995) . The verb then moves to this node in order to get valued. An additional Spec-head operation is then assumed to take place when the subject has moved out of its initial position inside the verb phrase to its position of specifier of AgrS (Guasti & Rizzi, 2002; see Franck, Lassi, Frauenfelder, & Rizzi, 2006 , for a psycholinguistic approach of those operations). A similar operation is assumed to take place for gender agreement: the feature selected is copied (via AGREE and/or Spec-head) onto a gender agreement node to which the adjective moves in order to get valued. In contrast to feature selection which operates at the lexical level, guided by principles of activation and feedback, feature copy operates at the syntactic level, guided by configurational constraints like hierarchical structure and c-command which were found to play a critical role in attraction (see Franck et al., 2006, for experimental evidence) .
Attraction occurs as the feature of a word structurally intervening on the agreement relationship is incorrectly copied to the agreement position (see Figure 1 ). Hence, feature copy is the locus of attraction effects in agreement. Experimental reports have shown that attraction depends on the position of the intervener in the hierarchical structure, not on its final, surface position (Bock & Cutting, 1992; Franck et al., 2004; Franck, Vigliocco, & Nicol, 2002; Hartsuiker, Antó n-Méndez, & van Zee, 2001; Vigliocco & Nicol, 1998) . Finer structural variables identified in syntactic theory like the type of intervention relation (precedence vs. c-command) and the involvement of subject movement in the specifier of AgrS were also found to modulate attraction (Franck et al., 2006) . These observations, together with reports that conceptual and morphophonological properties of the local noun do not influence attraction, find a natural explanation in the view that the intervener's feature comes into play at this stage (feature copy) of the agreement process where features are being copied under the strict guidance of syntactic principles, along the lines of what is expected of a modular component.
We stressed that the major empirical argument against the assumption of a single process combining feature transmission and morphophonological expression in the Marking and Morphing model was the lack of a morphophonological influence from the intervener (Vigliocco et al., 1995) . However, in our model, feature selection operates on the intervening noun exactly like it does on the head noun, allowing for conceptual influence and local feedback from its morphophonological representation. But any morphophonological or conceptual influence from the intervener can only be observed when its feature is incorrectly copied onto the agreement target, i.e., when attraction takes place, which considerably 'dilutes' the possibility of observing such influences due to the low probability of attraction. For example, if a morphophonological effect from the head noun produces a difference of 5% vs.10% agreement errors (for marked and unmarked nouns respectively), the same difference should be observed for the intervener. However, since the intervener's effect shows up only when there is attraction, the morphophonological effect of an intervener attracting agreement in 6% of the cases amounts to 5% vs. 10% out of 6%, which is 0.6% vs. 0.3%, an effect which has little chance of showing up experimentally.
The explanation for the absence of an effect of the intervener we propose here could possibly be adopted by the Marking and Morphing model. Nevertheless, in addition to providing a better fit to syntactic theory and a parsimonious hypothesis of a feature selection process assimilated to lexical selection, our Feature Selection and Copy model is supported by two empirical arguments. First, in the four experiments we reported, statistical independence was found between the effect of the morphophonological representation of the head noun and the attraction effect: the morphophonology of the head noun modulates attraction independently of the presence of a gender matching or mismatching intervener. This lack of interaction supports our hypothesis that two separate components underlie morphophonological effects (feature selection) and attraction effects (feature copy), contra the assumption of the Marking and Morphing model. Second, results by Antó n-Méndez and Hartsuiker (2007) show an interaction between conceptual and morphophonological manipulations of the head noun phrase on agreement. Such an interaction would be expected if the two information sources were integrated in the process of feature selection, as in our model. In contrast, no interaction should arise under the view that morphophonology is encoded at a stage (Morphing) that strictly follows the integration of conceptual information (Marking).
Why would morphophonology influence agreement?
Agreement can be computed easily without gender markers, as attested by the high rate of correct agreement when neither the noun nor the article is marked for gender (see Experiments 2 and 3). Vigliocco and colleagues (Vigliocco & Franck, 1999 Vigliocco & Hartsuiker, 2002) discussed the conceptual and morphophonological effects on gender agreement in terms of 'benefits' to the system. They suggested that the system takes these levels of representation into account because they provide an additional pointer to gender or number. But answering the 'why' question in terms of 'finality' (benefits) for the system 360 FRANCK ET AL.
is tricky. The reason 'why' may, at a more limited level of explanation, be sought in the architecture of the language system. In our view, morphophonological influences reported in the adult system are rooted in the role these markers play in language development, and its consequences on the organisation of the lexicon. Sensitivity to phonological markers of gender has been established in language development and language comprehension. They were shown to be used by children to determine gender classes in Hebrew (Levy, 1983 ), in French (Karmiloff-Smith, 1978 , and in Spanish (Cain, Weber-Olsen, & Smith, 1987; Peres-Pereira, 1991) . In experiments with adults learning a second language or an artificial language, participants were found to successfully acquire and generalise word subclass knowledge if the subclasses were marked by morphophonological cues, whereas purely arbitrary categories were not learnable (Brooks, Braine, Catalano, Brody, & Sudhalter, 1993; Frigo & MacDonald, 1998; Holmes & Dejean de la Batie, 1999; Taraban & Kempe, 1999) .
All these studies show that phonological markers are used by the learning system to identify the abstract linguistic categories with which they correlate. The fact that a mature agreement system can realise agreement without these markers shows that gender is an abstract feature represented syntactically, independently of phonology. Nevertheless, syntactic features and phonological markers would remain tightly linked, and those links, initially useful for language learning, create the grounds for the effects found in production.
It is important to underline that in our framework it is not syntax, that is, the principles that constrain the relationships between words in sentences, which is linked to phonology, but syntactic features, that is, units of the (functional) lexicon. The lexicon is conceived of as a network linking lexical units to their conceptual, syntactic, and phonological representations. Those links between levels of representation are permanent (off-line) connections in the lexical long-term memory store established during language development, but they are known to be activated on-line in the process of lexical selection (see Goldrick, 2006) , and in the process of feature selection which we identified here.
CONCLUSION
Empirical evidence from four experiments conducted in three Romance languages converges in attesting to the role of morphophonological gender marking in agreement production. The data show that morphophonological influences are modulated by two closely intertwined factors of a different nature. The first factor is structural and concerns the position of the marker in the nominal phrase. The asymmetry reported between the use of nominal and article markers suggests that nominal markers play a primary role, a
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natural consequence of the fact that gender is a property of the noun. The second factor is distributional and concerns the validity of the marker defined as a combination of the strength of its connection to gender and its frequency in the language. At present, the approach we proposed is mostly qualitative; future research, for example using computer modelling, may provide a quantified estimate of the respective roles of these two factors. We then provided theoretical and experimental arguments in support of a functional decomposition of agreement into two successive processes involving different operating modes: a process responsible for the selection of agreement features and a process responsible for copying them on the agreement target. Feature selection is the locus of morphophonological effects. It is part of the lexical selection process and operates in local interaction with conceptual and phonological levels of representation, depending on their statistical distribution in the language. Feature copy is the locus of attraction effects. In contrast to feature selection, feature copy operates in isolation from conceptual and phonological levels, under the guidance of modular syntactic principles. 
